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Abstract

The stepwise formal development of safety critical software is now a well established engineering practice, noticeably in railway systems. However, it has not been applied as successfully to hardware development, where formal methods are mainly used for verification and gate level transformations and optimizations. In this paper, we report our recent experience in the stepwise formal development of a real macro-cell, that opens the way to the design of synchronous digital circuits with zero functional bugs. We propose a development flow suited for obtaining proven correct-by-construction circuits that further possess additional robustness properties desirable for secure chips. The reported work is prospective and is meant to show the feasibility of such a technique for high confidence trustful devices.
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1 Introduction

The first contribution of this work shows the feasibility of a stepwise transformation of a formal security policy model into a synthesize-able hardware description of the security functionality that implements it.

The second contribution of this work enhances the experimental formal development flow so that robustness properties can also be handled in a proven way.

The third contribution of this work is an experimental combination of abstract interpretation and model checking to verify a given set of properties on an algorithm before any attempt to implement it.

Finally, we report on unsolved issues that have been identified and that call for further research and development work.
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2 Towards a formal development flow

A traditional development flow for digital circuits heavily relies on testing for the verification steps performed before launching the manufacturing process in a foundry. Figure 1 below presents a schematic view of the main artefacts used during the first steps of a typical micro-controller function development.

Writing test programs, running and analysing simulations, represent a preponderant part of this first development effort. The verification plan is solely built upon expertise and experience of specialized designers. Coverage of a verification campaign is measured by using some specialized tools, but functional specification coverage is at best mainly a matter of peer review: the only available reference is the natural language description of the function to be designed.

A simple idea roots our work. Looking at a safety-critical software development widely recognized as a success story, i.e. the Paris Métro Line 14 automated system [25], it can be noticed that verification was performed all along the development through the use of the stepwise refinement methodology underpinning the B technology [2].

The simple idea was to adapt this B formal method to the development of our digital circuits. Indeed, microelectronics development tools already resort to many formal methods, but they are used mainly behind scenes, i.e. without designer awareness of their presence, and more importantly, their application only starts after the source code has been written. These methods are used for verification purpose and for various transformations in the long path leading from a Register Transfer Level (RTL) representation to a final placed and routed net list. Nevertheless, the more expensive functional errors are often introduced before the first line of code is even written. Usually they stem from the functional, the high-level design, or...
even the detailed design specifications. As already mentioned, no verification tool is
available for these natural language representations. Only a thorough peer review
can possibly filter out these error seeds before they blossom into forests of erroneous
behaviours, once embedded into the circuit.

We defined, and experienced on a use case [4], a new development flow that
makes extensive use of formal proof and produces an exhaustively verified source
code both in its functional behaviour and in its interface definition (see figure 2).
This source code, actually VHDL, can directly be synthesized. It has therefore the
capability to enter the rest of the standard industrial flow untouched.

This experimental development flow relies on a formal model of the required
function expressed in Event-B [1], a recent evolution of the B Method targeting
system development. We believe that this new flow can be used to build any digital
function in a proven correct-by-construction way. Analogue functions fall out of the
scope of these techniques, but their digital interfaces are used as a formal correctness
contract in order to include them in the otherwise proven digital circuit.

![Fig. 2. The proposed development flow, as defined and experienced on a case study](image)

3 Results

The proposed flow begins with a huge abstraction step. The designer must write
an Event-B model of only a few lines that captures the essential property of the
function to be designed. Achieving this goal is no easy task. Many trials are required
even for a highly trained engineer. Just be reminded that simplicity is almost always
very hard to achieve.
The case study we experienced with was no exception. We had to struggle a while before stating the following:

**Definition 3.1** [Essential Property] The *essential* property of a memory protection unit is to monitor all accesses a microprocessor performs.

This function is central to the access control security policy to be implemented on the secure micro-controller as illustrated in figure 3.

- **Memory Protection Unit:** All accesses monitored

![Diagram of memory protection unit]

Fig. 3. Case study: The memory protection unit of a secure micro-controller

The initial property level model is presented in a simplified way in figure 4.

Implementation details of the designed function are introduced gradually as it is embedded into the host micro-controller. The main strategy of the refinement plan is to gradually define and transform the variable denoting the access rights matrix, \( r0 \). The twofold transformation is guided on one hand, by the introduction of different type of accesses and their associated details, and on the other, by the implementation representations for the rights matrix. It should be noted that our refinement path was constrained by the existence of a legacy module already implementing the required functionality. That is why an Interface Specification and a chapter of the Data Sheet are identified as inputs to the development flow in figure 2: the former provides the wire-level interface for the module and the bus protocol to comply to; the latter defines the register addresses, names, functions, bit meanings and programmer’s guidance. An example of a timer description embedded in a general purpose micro-controller public data sheet [23] is provided in figure 5.

Various refinement paths and strategies were tried, often leading to a dead-end or to complex situations were proof work would become overwhelming. The
SYSTEM
MPU
SETS
ADs : CLs ; BYs ; TYs
ABSTRACT_CONSTANTS
C_0, R_0
PROPERTIES
C_0 ∈ CLs
∧ R_0 ⊆ ADs × CLs × BYs × TYs
VARIABLES
c0, r0, v0
INVARIANT
c0 ∈ CLs
∧ r0 ⊆ ADs × CLs × BYs × TYs
∧ v0 ∈ BOOL
INITIALISATION
c0, r0, v0 := C_0, R_0, FALSE
EVENTS
allow = ANY a0, d0, t0
WHERE
a0 ∈ ADs ∧ d0 ∈ BYs ∧ t0 ∈ TYs
∧ (a0 → c0 → d0 → t0) ∈ r0
THEN
v0 := FALSE
|| c0 ∈ CLs
|| r0 ∈ ADs × CLs × BYs ↔ TYs
END
deny = ANY a0, d0, t0
WHERE
a0 ∈ ADs ∧ d0 ∈ BYs ∧ t0 ∈ TYs
∧ (a0 → c0 → d0 → t0) ∉ r0
THEN
v0 := TRUE
END
END

Fig. 4. Case study: Initial property level model

refinement plan we finally established has two important “no” properties: no loss of coverage and no non determinism. Indeed, as this clocked circuit must have a well-defined behaviour for any combination of inputs at every cycle, the Event-B model must implement a total and deterministic function:

• The disjunction of its event’s guards must be vacuously true. Furthermore, we imposed that no “holes” could be introduced when refining an event. Whenever an (abstract) event ea is refined (split) by (concrete) events ec_i, if the disjunction of the concrete event’s guards is implied by the guard of the abstract event, we can be sure that no “case” has been left uncovered. In a dual way, whenever (abstract) events ea_i are refined (grouped) by a (concrete) event ec, we have to prove that the concrete event’s guard is implied by the disjunction of the abstract event’s guards. We call this property the coverage property;

• Non deterministic behaviours are proscribed for secure micro-controllers. We had to ensure that events were pairwise exclusive. We call this property the exclusiveness property.

Enforcing these properties was implemented through the generation of additional proof obligations in the Event-B system engineering tool Atelier B [3]. Note that proving these properties at each refinement stage reduces the total number of proof obligations, noticeably for the exclusiveness property, combinatorial in nature.

In order to provide a flavour of the strategy we propose for developing digital circuits, the main refinement stages are sketched in the following paragraphs.
3.1 First levels

The first refinement introduced the different types of accesses, like read (TyR) and write (TyW) for data, fetch (TyX) for code, begin interrupt (TyB) and end interrupt (TyE), and no access (TyN). The latter was initially forgotten but was highlighted by the coverage proof obligations. These events are all refinements of the root “positive” event allow. The access matrix \( r_0 \) is more precisely defined as a collection of matrices, one for each access type. Each of these matrices is left undefined at this stage. Only their relationship to \( r_0 \) is fully defined as illustrated in figure 6.

Next refinement introduces the automaton that drives some exceptions in case of interrupts and on reset conditions of the host micro-controller. Only the state of the automaton and the transitions performed by the concerned events are kept in the next refinement. This is a quite elegant way to constraint the system behaviour for the rest of the development.

Next refinement splits the root “negative” event deny according to the access
$$r_0 = (rr_1 \times BYs \times \{TyR\}) \cup (rw_1 \times \{TyW\}) \cup (rx_1 \times BYs \times \{TyX\}) \cup (rb_1 \times BYs \times \{TyB\}) \cup (re_1 \times BYs \times \{TyE\}) \cup (ADs \times CLs \times BYs \times \{TyN\})$$

Fig. 6. Case study: Invariant anchoring the definition of $r_0$

It could have been done together with the first refinement, but it would have added useless complexity to the automaton definition. This refinement introduces also a local stack to manage clearance levels in case of nested interrupts. Matrices $rb_1$ and $re_1$ get totally defined at this stage using the top of stack (empty or full) and the state of the automaton introduced in the previous refinement.

3.2 Architecture levels

Architecture level details are then introduced. For instance, the memory map of the host micro-controller is used to partition the set of addresses and the security policy is specialized on the one hand for register addresses, and on the other, for memory addresses. Correspondingly, matrices $rr_1$, $rw_1$ and $rx_1$ are defined by expressions involving the adequate addresses, even though some of these expressions are not yet fully defined. They will get defined at a later stage. This is the essence of this refinement technique.

The next two refinements deal separately with the access policy for data and that for code. Matrices $rr_4$ (part of $rr_1$) and $rw_4$ (part of $rw_1$) get more precisely defined for the data access policy, introducing (new) matrices $rr_5$ and $rw_5$ that will get defined in later stages. Just as for $r_0$, the relation between $rr_4$ (resp. $rw_4$) and $rr_5$ (resp. $rw_5$) is fully defined. The same holds for matrix $rx_4$ (part of $rx_1$) and the relations and sets introduced to define it in the 7th refinement.

3.3 Implementation levels

Implementation details make their appearance in the following refinements. One of the key points of our successful refinement plan is the way we managed to keep out of arithmetic although we were dealing with addresses. We deferred the use of arithmetic until the definition of the concrete constants parametrizing the whole development. That is why in figure 2, the file that provides the valuation of all constants is an input to the B4SYN, a specific translator of B for synthesis into VHDL [4]. The “trick” here is to rely on VHDL’s type checking and proper use of arithmetic while preferring set theory for Event-B. Indeed, the basic data type in VHDL for synthesis is the std_logic_vector that represents both numbers in binary base and sets of powers of 2.
We introduced the main concept of the case study, the *segment*, i.e. an accessible address window, through the sole use of sets (given set $SEs$). Firstly introduced as a set of addresses ($sa7$), see example 3.2, they became sets of address ranges specified with a start and an end address. They were finally refined to be defined by start and end address registers.

**Example 3.2** [Case study: Segments as sets of addresses]

$$sa7 \in SEs \leftrightarrow ADs$$

Let us mention our use of constructive set expressions to pave the way towards a VHDL translation that can be synthesized. For instance, letting $ms7$ be the set of mapped segments, we can **build** the set $ea7$ of segments associated to a given address $a0$ with the expression shown in example 3.3.

**Example 3.3** [Case study: Constructive set expressions]

$$ea7 = \{ xa | xa \in SEs \land xa \in ms7 \land (xa \mapsto a0) \in sa7 \}$$

These expressions are logically equivalent to let-expressions in B and in functional languages like ML [14]. They smoothly translate into combinatorial logic when simple enough predicates are used.

Two more refinement stages allowed us to identify precisely the conditions under which each violation alarm bit was required to be set. Again, the alarm register is simply modelled by a set-valued variable in Event-B. Setting and clearing an alarm bit provides code for set union and set difference operations as easily as testing a bit value provides code for predicates of alarm membership. This is illustrated in figure 7 where the unmapped alarm is risen in $alm8$ because the read access, not part of an exception, is made to an address that does not belong to any mapped segment.

```plaintext
alm8 ⊆ ALMs
alm8 := ∅

deny_read_memory_Unmap
  ref deny_read_memory
  SELECT
    m0 = 2
    ∧ t0 = TyR
    ∧ a0 ∈ MAs
    ∧ (a0 ∈ IVs ⇒ i2 ≠ 1)
    ∧ ea7 = ∅
  THEN
    m0 := 0
    ⌧ v0 := TRUE
    ⌧ alm8 := alm8 ∪ {Unmap}
  END
```

Fig. 7. Case study: Alarm register modelled as a set

We were also careful not to define modifications of the variables bound to become registers and/or outputs too early to avoid complex proof work during refinement. Modifications are only indicated with the “becomes such that” substitution for as long as possible. They become concrete modifications in the three last refinements. To keep proof work manageable, read (producing outputs) and write (modifying
registers) operations get concrete in separate refinement stages. The effective read and write operations are introduced with constant functions that clearly define the functional interface between the host and the circuit under development, see status1b and lock in figure 8. In fact, the natural use of constants in Event-B developments promotes a total separation of concerns between functionality and host interface through “accessors” constants. This separation is not widely practised in traditional VHDL writing.

```
status1b ∈ P (ALMs) ↞ BYs
lock ∈ BYs ↞ BOOL

read_status1
= SELECT
  m0 = 2 ∧ t0 = TyR ∧ c0 ∈ p4 ∧ a0 ∈ A3Ds ∧ b13 = BdS1
THEN
  m0, v0, out13 := 0, FALSE, status1b(alm8)
END ;
write_lock
= SELECT
  m0 = 2 ∧ t0 = TyW ∧ c0 = ClSy ∧ a0 ∈ A3Ds ∧ b13 = BdL
THEN
  m0, v0, l4 := 0, FALSE, lock(alm8)
END
```

Fig. 8. Case study: Separation of concerns using accessors to interface to the host

### 3.4 Real interface

A last refinement introduces the physical interface of the circuit as it is embedded into the chosen host micro-controller. This refinement strikingly illustrates the “Assigning Programs to Meanings” essence of the B technology [2]. Each combination of values of the incoming wires “codes” one of the semantic events as illustrated in figure 9. We advocate to write this correspondence in the invariant so that the concrete substitutions of the event refinements get cross checked by the proof obligations of invariance. When interfaces get trickier, this redundancy proves very useful. Besides, one can imagine using this invariant as an assertion to monitor the host system as reported in [6]. Be reminded that the coverage property will ensure that all possible combinations of inputs have an associated event, and that the exclusiveness property will ensure that each associated event is unique.

To summarize these subsections, the chosen refinement strategy clearly shows that predicate logic, set operations, relations and functions are concepts much closer to the binary logics of a circuit than it may appear at first sight.

### 3.5 Generating VHDL

The refined model has become close enough to an explicit implementation. The last level of refinement is translated into a VHDL module by the use of B4SYN [4], the constant valuation file, and a translator configuration file that indicates, among others, the list of inputs, outputs, clocks and synchronous events. The produced
\[ (m_0 \neq 0 \Rightarrow (t_1 = T_yR \iff ((PSEL \leftrightarrow PENABLE \leftrightarrow PWRITE) = (\text{TRUE} \leftrightarrow \text{TRUE} \leftrightarrow \text{FALSE}) ) ) ) \] 
\[ \land (m_0 \neq 0 \Rightarrow (t_1 = T_yW \iff ((PSEL \leftrightarrow PENABLE \leftrightarrow PWRITE) = (\text{TRUE} \leftrightarrow \text{TRUE} \leftrightarrow \text{TRUE}) ) ) ) \]

\[
\phi_{\text{read ref}} \phi = select
m_0 = 0 \\
\land \ \text{RESET} = \text{FALSE} \\
\land \ \text{CLK} = \text{TRUE} \\
\land \ \text{PSEL} = \text{TRUE} \\
\land \ \text{PENABLE} = \text{TRUE} \\
\land \ \text{PWRITE} = \text{FALSE} \\
\text{then} \\
m_0, a_1, t_1 := 1, PADDR, TyR \\
\text{end;}
\]

\[
\phi_{\text{write ref}} \phi = select
m_0 = 0 \\
\land \ \text{RESET} = \text{FALSE} \\
\land \ \text{CLK} = \text{TRUE} \\
\land \ \text{PSEL} = \text{TRUE} \\
\land \ \text{PENABLE} = \text{TRUE} \\
\land \ \text{PWRITE} = \text{TRUE} \\
\text{then} \\
m_0, a_1, d_1, t_1 := 1, PADDR, PWDATA, TyW \\
\text{end}
\]

Fig. 9. Case study: Assigning wires to events

VHDL can directly be synthesized, and as B4SYN preserves the Event-B semantics, this VHDL source code is a proven correct-by-construction implementation of the original abstract function essential property 3.1.

The produced VHDL source code can now safely be integrated into the classical flow for the rest of the circuit development. All the proof work performed by the designer, and recorded by Atelier B [3], remains as deliverable evidence to any third party inquiry on the correctness of that function of the circuit. Indeed, these discharged proof obligations formalize the correctness rationale of all the design decisions that found their way into the function development. Our case study required about 18 development stages generating around 1 600 proof obligations for a final net list in the order of 5 000 elementary gates. The obtained VHDL module was submitted to the verification campaign available from the legacy development of this function and all tests reached a pass verdict both at RTL level and at gate level, thereby confirming an indistinguishable host-level behaviour over the campaign coverage. All this work has been assessed by a security evaluation facility and contributed to the world’s first EAL6+ Common Criteria 3.1 certificate, awarded by the French certification body, ANSSI [13,9].

4 From correctness to robustness

It is well known that a correct design is not necessarily a secure design, the converse being true however. Our experimental flow uses a correctness refinement

---

4 Work not yet done.
relation that fails, in general, to preserve security properties such as confidentiality or integrity. This is by no means a serious drawback to the proposed flow. We strongly believe that alternative specific formal methods, and their associated toolsets, should be used to tackle those properties at each development step. Although the following publications are not very recent, we can refer the reader to [5] for a practical approach to the verification of cryptographic protocols, to [10,8] for an original organization based access control model and its application to network security policies, to [22] for a survey on enforcing information-flow policies like integrity or confidentiality through static program analysis techniques, or to [20] for a non-interference formulation that can be preserved under process algebra refinement, amongst many other relevant work devoted to security properties.

However, some security properties, in practice, can indeed be handled by our proposed flow.

Take integrity for instance. The proposed development flow makes the silent assumption that the underlying execution model, i.e. the elementary gate, is a perfect device. Note that this assumption is also present in all source code descriptions of digital circuits, i.e. in all current development flows. Real life teaches us otherwise: laboratory experience shows that building block devices are not perfect and are subject to various disruptions, be them of accidental or malicious nature. For instance, a flip-flop, the basic logic (i.e. volatile) memory element, could be forced to a given value through controlled aggressions of the digital circuit environment [12]. The standard semantics of Event-B excludes this kind of misbehaviour and therefore our proposed flow is not well equipped to mention this kind of integrity losses. We call them robustness issues.

A model of a flip-flop bank, or register, written in Event-B is presented in figure 10. It is parametrized by its reset value, $Q_1$, and its logical address $A_1$. On a write_reg event, the presented input $d1$ is stored into its state variable $q1$. Just as we did in the previous case study, we defer the explicit introduction of an output variable to a later refinement stage, so on a read_reg event, no observable modification occurs, but $q1$, the last stored value is available for output. The last event, none, models an irrelevant access, i.e. either not to this address or not a read or a write.

We could introduce these issues into our developments by explicitly modelling disruption as follows: simply replace every assignment by an non-deterministic choice between the correct assignment and a “becomes any value” command. This path, although interesting to describe robustness properties, happens to be a dead-end for the construction of any desired function since following it would allow us to build a randomly failing device!

The second simple idea we followed stems from the observation that once a failing mode causing the integrity loss is identified, a secure-circuit designer has no other choice than to build a counter-measure. That counter-measure is designed-in and, in the end, it happens to be just another function! For the flip-flop example at hand, it could be some kind of redundant information management function such that it is physically impractical to externally force a change both in the vulnerable
flip-flop and in the implementation of its redundant function. In this way, integrity loss is not avoided but it becomes detected and hence, the security breach attempt can be reported and dealt with through other functions either in hardware, firmware or software.

4.1 Focusing on correctness

For our register example, we start with the introduction of the anticipated alarm, err0, initially unset. Events write_reg, read_reg and none get their guards reinforced by the condition that the alarm is not set. We introduce a redundancy constant function, in fact a bijection, RED_2, left undefined at this stage, and the redundant state variable q2. The invariant ties everything together formalizing the counter-measure intent as shown in figure 11.

\[
\text{INVARIANT} \quad q2 \in BYs \\
\quad (q1 \mapsto q2) \in RED_2 \\
\quad \text{err0} = \text{bool}(q1 \mapsto q2) \notin RED_2
\]

Fig. 11. Excerpt from the register example with anticipated integrity loss counter-measure

Now event write_reg has to update q2 so that the invariant holds. This is easily accomplished by assigning it the image of the presented input d1 through the redundancy constant function, RED_2.

The counter-measure works if, and only if, the alarm is constantly updated, i.e. it must be implemented in the combinatorial logic of the circuit. Therefore, the corresponding event in our execution model, psi, is refined to specify this alarm...
The critical reader must have noticed that the exhibited invariant is slightly too strong as it only holds for undisrupted circuits. Indeed, as long as none of the state variables, i.e. neither \( q_1 \) nor \( q_2 \), gets modified in an uncontrolled way, we can prove that the alarm is never set. This refinement stage allows to prove exactly that.

The next refinement stage, in fact the implementation, weakens slightly the invariant and introduces the real bus interface. Abstract constants \( A_1, Q_1 \), and \( \text{RED}_2 \) get refined by concrete constants identical but with a suffix \( \_i \) for valuation in the final implementation. Besides, the condition on the alarm is removed from the event’s guards because the host ensures that under alarm a reset event is always generated before the next clock rising edge. An excerpt of this last refinement is shown in figure 12. An auxiliary \( q_3 \) variable is introduced to enable the translation of the expression that sets the alarm; this technique was already illustrated in the code presented in example 3.3. The output signal \( \text{ERR\_FF} \) is just the alarm.

```
... INARIANT ...
\( \land \text{ERR\_FF} \in \text{BOOL} \)
\( \land \text{err0} = \text{ERR\_FF} \)
\( \land ( (m0 \neq 1) \Rightarrow \text{ERR\_FF} = \text{bool}( (q1 \mapsto q2) \notin \text{RED}_2\_i ) ) \)
...
EVENTS
psi =
\SELECT m0 = 1
THEN
  m0 := 2 \mid\mid q_3, \text{ERR\_FF} : ( q_3 = \text{RED}_2\_i(q1) \land \text{ERR\_FF} = (\text{bool}( \neg ( q_3 = q_2 ))) )
END;
read_reg =
\SELECT m0 = 2 \land a1 = A_1\_i \land t1 = T_yR
THEN
  m0, PRDATA := 0, q1
END;
write_reg =
\SELECT m0 = 2 \land a1 = A_1\_i \land t1 = T_yW
THEN
  m0, q1, q2 := 0, d1, \text{RED}_2\_i(d1)
END
...
```

As just stated, this model is not equipped to notice a disruption. Hence, the implemented function can indeed be proved correct. The main reason for weakening the invariant is to make it as similar as possible to the invariant of the companion model whose writing is explained in the following paragraphs.

### 4.2 Proving effectiveness

We write a not-to-be-implemented refinement of the model partially exhibited in figure 11. We enrich it with a fault model and its associated disruption event in order to prove the efficiency of the counter-measure in those precise circumstances.
For this endeavour we resort to a change of variables for the state \( q_1 \), its redundancy \( q_2 \), and the alarm \( err_0 \). We also introduce an abstract witness to denote the occurrence of a disruption, \( df_3 \). The fault model we envision is one were only one of the state variables is modified. We further impose that disruption happens before combinatorial logic gets stable. Any number of bits can be modified as long as they all belong to the same variable representation. This fault model is quite general because we do not get into the details of how the fault is injected, concentrating only on its memorized effects, i.e. situations where state or output are observed modified. We do not cover combinatorial disruptions, but we do not foresee any technical limitation to build a fault model covering them also.

The resulting refinement is partially shown in figure 13. The invariant tells us that the “sibling” implemented case, partially shown in figure 12, coincides with the state space of this faulty version if, and only if, no disruption occurs. This is precisely our intent. Do notice the designed similarity of the predicates formalizing the meaning of the alarm in figures 12 and 13.

```
INVARIANT

\( df_3 = \text{bool}(q_3 \mapsto p_3) \notin RED_2 \) \\
\land ( \text{false} \leftrightarrow (q_1 = q_3 \land q_2 = p_3 \land err_0 = err_3) ) \\
\land (m_0 \neq 1) \Rightarrow err_3 = \text{bool}(q_3 \mapsto p_3) \notin RED_2 )

ASSERTIONS

\( (m_0 \neq 1) \Rightarrow df_3 = err_3 \)

EVENTS

\( \text{disrupt} = \)

\( \text{SELECT} \)

\( m_0 = 1 \land df_3 = \text{false} \)

\( \text{THEN} \)

\( q_3, df_3 : (q_3 \in BYs \land df_3 = \text{bool}(q_3 \mapsto p_3) \notin RED_2) \)

\( \text{END}; \)

\( \psi_1 = \)

\( \text{SELECT} \)

\( m_0 = 1 \)

\( \text{THEN} \)

\( m_0, err_3 := 2, \text{bool}(q_3 \mapsto p_3) \notin RED_2 \)

\( \text{END} ;\)

\( \text{read_ok ref read_reg} = \)

\( \text{SELECT} \)

\( m_0 = 2 \land err_3 = \text{false} \land a1 = A_1 \land t1 = TyR \)

\( \text{THEN} \)

\( m_0 := 0 \)

\( \text{END}; \)

\( \text{write_ok ref write_reg} = \)

\( \text{SELECT} \)

\( m_0 = 2 \land a1 = A_1 \land t1 = TyW \land err_3 = \text{false} \)

\( \text{THEN} \)

\( m_0, q_3, p_3 := 0, d1, RED_2(d1) \)

\( \text{END} \)

```

Fig. 13. Excerpt of the robust register example with disruption

Although they are not shown in figure 13, we introduce events \( \text{read_ko}, \text{write_ko}, \) and \( \text{none_ko} \) in the faulty model in order to satisfy the coverage property because now the alarm can indeed fire. The associated substitutions just start a new cycle \( (m_0 \text{ gets } 0) \) and in a next refinement, these three events are merge into a single faulty event, a “miracle” when disruption cannot happen, i.e. in the sibling implementable
This simple example clearly shows our point: a security property can very well be, at least partially, translated into a functional requirement, overcoming thereby the refinement limitation regarding security preservation.

We successfully applied this technique to enrich the MPU case study development with the integrity property that makes inviolable the updated implementation of this control access policy, considering current state-of-the-art vulnerabilities of the underlying semiconductor technology. We added a functional redundancy in the early implementation stages, planting there for the rest of the development a new alarm to be triggered whenever redundant information looses consistency. For proof work only, a dead-end branch of the refinement introduced a “disrupt” event that can always be triggered and whose action is precisely the “becomes any value” command. Several fault models were tried in turn. Each considered fault model (single bit fault, double fault, etc.) was introduced by properly choosing the variables impacted by this “disrupt” event. We also reinforced the invariant predicates so that the proof obligations formalized the fact that no loss of consistency could fail to trigger the new alarm event. Discharging these proof obligations meant that whatever the fault on those variables impacted in the tried fault models, a correct implementation would never fail to trigger an alarm as specified. This side-way proof work established, once for all, the effectiveness of the counter-measure function; the regular proof work in the main development branch only dealt with the correctness of its implementation [7,11].

To sum up this section, we have been able to circumvent an apparent shortcoming of the proposed flow by decomposing a robustness issue into two essentially distinct parts:

(i) one model to state and prove the effectiveness of the functional description of a proposed counter-measure to thwart the effects of inflicted faults;

(ii) one model to build the proposed function in a correct-by-construction proven way, both models being refinements of the original vulnerable function.

5 A diverted use to verify an algorithm

Besides robustness, secure micro-controllers are required to be very discreet, noticeably when cryptographic operations are executed. Indeed, power analysis [26] provides very powerful techniques to extract secrets, usually cryptographic keys, from physical characteristics, usually power consumption, of the circuit’s operation. Therefore, the design of cryptographic accelerators of secure micro-controllers must integrate counter-measures to mitigate the exploitation of these inescapable observations.

The design starts with the description of an algorithm, usually a standard one [16,15,21]. For some of these algorithms, desirable security properties are known to significantly thwart power analysis success. For instance, in the case of a symmetric key algorithm [16,15], property 5.1 has to be satisfied in the final layout of the circuit.
Definition 5.1 [Security property] Any value depending on both the input message and the key must be masked with a random.

Although correctness preservation does not entail confidentiality preservation in a development, if the detailed description of the algorithm violates the property, the final layout will violate it also with a probability close to certainty.

A third simple idea allowed us to contribute to the analysis of the detailed algorithm proposed by the designers. Observing that the required property 5.1 involves dependencies among values more than actual data values, we manually transcoded the detailed algorithm using abstract interpretation [24], changing its domain from data to dependencies. The used abstraction focuses on masking and unmasking operations on sensitive data.

The transformation is illustrated in figure 14, where an operation $Op$ is performed on the content $D1$ and $D2$ of two registers, masked respectively by random numbers $m1$ and $m2$. An interface output register, labelled $\text{reg\_o}$, either gets its value from the left-hand data path, labelled $\text{lmux}$, unmasked with $m1$, i.e. value $D1 = (D1 \oplus m1) \oplus m1$, or it gets the constant value 0, according to the multiplexer setting, i.e. left or right position.

As reported in [19], we wrote an Event-B (flat) system to represent the set of dependencies on each wire and in each register, observed after each clocked step of the detailed algorithm under analysis. We equipped this model with an invariant for each required property.

Just to provide a flavour of the resulting Event-B system, the excerpt of a detailed algorithm data path shown in figure 14 is used to write a small corresponding Event-B system. It is provided in figure 15.

Getting back to the example in figure 14, a sensitive data is a data that depends both on the input message and the key. In a first approximation, the input message and the key are abstracted by two distinct constant dependency labels, $I$ and $K$.

---

5 The rigour of this step can be improved through automation.
6 The masking operation is a bitwise exclusive disjunction, $\text{xor}$, $\oplus$.
7 In the Event-B system of figure 15, $D1$ and $D2$ are considered sensitive data on their own.
A sensitive data is abstracted by the set:

1. \( \text{secret} = \{I, K\} \)

Each data operation of the algorithm is abstracted into its effect on the dependencies of the operated data. Still referring to figure 14, empirical experience shows that \(Op\) is such that a dependency on both its inputs can be observed in its output. It is therefore abstracted into the set union. The xor operation used to unmask data is abstracted into the set difference.

Each wire and each register is represented by a variable that holds its current value. The value of each wire and each register is an abstraction that gathers all the possible values that this data could take at each step of the algorithm.

Each step is modelled by a sequence of two events as we need to observe registers and wires. One event represents the update of registers, and the other one represents the stable update of all the outgoing wires of the registers.

The security property 5.1 becomes the following invariant (for \(w\) wires and \(r\) registers):

2. \( \text{secret} \not\in \{d_{\text{wire}_1}, \ldots, d_{\text{wire}_w}, d_{\text{reg}_1}, \ldots, d_{\text{reg}_r}\} \)

We used the model checker ProB \[17\] to verify whether all the properties were satisfied.
satisfied by the detailed algorithm. We found the model checker very efficient for this analysis because counter-examples are provided whenever a property is violated. Each step leading to the violation is clearly identified by the tool.

Referring to figure 14, ProB\textsuperscript{8} immediately shows that when \texttt{d_reg_r} gets a dependency to a masked sensitive data and the multiplexer is set to the left, property 2 is violated because the wire input of \texttt{d_reg_o} gets the \textit{secret} dependency.

This may seem trivial to most of us, but performing the verification on the real detailed algorithm unveiled quite tricky situations that only a very thorough analysis could have discovered. Furthermore, we were able to suggest an improvement to the detailed algorithm. We convinced the designers to implement it by showing that with the proposed modification, ProB could complete the exhaustive verification of all the properties.

Although our findings had an immediate impact on the development of the studied algorithm, this approach is not to be considered as a practical solution yet, but rather as an invitation to the research community to look at these new diverted ways of combining abstract interpretation and proof and/or model checking to tackle different facets of a complex system.

6 Concluding remarks and ways forward

Although feasibility of a correct-by-construction proven development flow for digital circuits has clearly been established through a sizeable case study, we have to temper our enthusiasm in view of the huge amount of further work required by the following issues:

- Robustness issues have been shown, through the same sizeable case study, to be amenable to a convenient functional-like treatment, but neither a systematic process nor a sound underlying theory have been defined to consider the matter settled;
- A whole part of the security of secure micro-controllers has not even been considered in the proposed flow: indeed confidentiality issues, as explained, do not behave in a conservative manner with refinement relations as the one we used. We have hinted at the use of other specialized formal methods to deal with these issues, a more precise articulation of various specialized formal methods to achieve a realistic development flow for secure elements still needs to be investigated;
- Lastly, feasibility is only a first step towards deploying a new technique. A lot of engineering, technical, economical and human problems rest ahead in order to scale up to an industrial use of the secure-by-construction development flow for digital circuits.

\textsuperscript{8} ProB is completely integrated both in the Atelier B and in Rodin [18].
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